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ABSTRACT (330 words) 40 

Objectives: To examine changes in completeness of reporting and frequency of sharing data, analytic code 41 

and other review materials in systematic reviews (SRs) over time; and factors associated with these 42 

changes. 43 

Design: Cross-sectional meta-research study 44 

Sample: A random sample of 300 SRs with meta-analysis of aggregate data on the effects of a health, 45 

social, behavioural or educational intervention, which were indexed in PubMed, Science Citation Index, 46 

Social Sciences Citation Index, Scopus and Education Collection in November 2020.  47 

Analysis/Outcomes: The extent of complete reporting and frequency of sharing review materials in these 48 

reviews were compared with 110 SRs indexed in February 2014. Associations between completeness of 49 

reporting and various factors (e.g. self-reported use of reporting guidelines, journal’s data sharing policies) 50 

were examined by calculating risk ratios (RR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI). 51 

Results: Among 300 SRs from 2020, authors of only 7% shared their review data file(s) and 1% shared 52 

analytic code. Compared to 2014 sample, reviews in 2020 were more likely to reference reporting guidelines 53 

in their manuscript (RR=2.8 [2.1 to 3.8]), report the full search strategy for at least one database (RR=1.3 54 

[1.1 to 1.6]) and methods of data preparation for meta-analysis (RR=2.2 [1.4 to 3.5]). Among reviews in 55 

2020, those for which authors mentioned using reporting guidelines reported review protocols, study 56 

screening processes and numbers of records retrieved for each database more frequently than those that 57 

did not mention reporting guidelines; however the 95% CIs for these associations included the null. Reviews 58 

published in journals that mandated either data sharing or inclusion of Data Availability Statements were 59 

more likely to share their review materials (e.g. data, code files) (RR=8.1 [3.1 to 21.4]). 60 

Conclusion:  Reporting in systematic reviews has improved between 2014-2020 for some reporting items. 61 

Frequency of sharing review materials remains low. There was an increase in self-reported use of a reporting 62 

guideline; however, it is uncertain whether citing a reporting guideline was associated with improved 63 

reporting. Data sharing policies of journals potentially encourage sharing of review materials. 64 
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SUMMARY BOX 

What is already known on this topic 

� Complete reporting of methods and results, as well as sharing data and analytic code, enhances 

transparency and reproducibility of systematic reviews. The extent of complete reporting and sharing 

data or analytic code among systematic reviews needs to be comprehensively assessed. 

� Use of reporting guidelines, which are designed to improve reporting in systematic reviews, is 

increasing. It is unclear whether this increase had an impact on reporting of methods and results in 

systematic reviews. 

� More journals are adopting open data policies which aim to promote data sharing. The impact of 

these policies on sharing data and analytic code in systematic reviews is also unclear. 

What this study adds 

� Reporting in systematic reviews has improved between 2014-2020, especially for items that had 

previously been infrequently reported. Frequency of sharing review data and analytic code remains 

low.  

� Our study found an increase in self-reported use of a reporting guideline between 2014-2020; 

however, citing a reporting guideline was only associated with improved reporting of certain items.  

� Our findings suggest data sharing policies of journals had a positive impact on sharing of review data 

and analytic code. 

 65 

INTRODUCTION 66 

Systematic reviews underpin many government policies and professional society guideline recommendations 67 

[1]. To ensure systematic reviews are valuable to decision makers, authors should completely report the 68 

methods and results of their review. Complete reporting allows users to judge whether the chosen methods 69 

may have biased the review findings. Incomplete reporting of the methods prevents such an assessment and 70 

can preclude attempts to replicate the findings. Several meta-research studies have evaluated the 71 

completeness of methods and results reporting in systematic reviews and meta-analyses. Many of these 72 

were narrow in scope, focusing only on reviews of specific health topics [2–6] or reviews published in 73 

selected journals [7,8]. In other studies, the examined sample of reviews were relatively more diverse, but 74 

were published almost a decade ago [9,10], or were evaluated against a small set of reporting outcomes [1]. 75 
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Therefore, there is a need for a comprehensive, up-to-date evaluation of completeness of reporting among 76 

systematic reviews. 77 

To address incomplete reporting of methods and results in systematic reviews, several reporting guidelines 78 

have been developed, with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses 79 

(PRISMA) statement [11] among the most widely used. Reporting guidelines provide a structure for reporting 80 

a systematic review, along with recommendations of items to report [12]. Studies examining adherence to 81 

PRISMA suggest that for some items (e.g. inclusion of a flow diagram) there was improvement after the 82 

introduction of the PRISMA statement in 2009, but that others (e.g. mention of a review protocol) remained 83 

infrequently reported [13]. Similarly, improvements in the reporting of network meta-analysis (NMA) were 84 

observed after the introduction of the PRISMA-NMA extension [14]; however, the authors concluded that the 85 

improvements could not be attributed solely to this checklist. The usefulness of reporting guidelines in 86 

promoting more complete reporting therefore remains unclear. 87 

In addition to transparent reporting, advocates for research transparency [15,16] also recommend authors 88 

share systematic review data files and analytic code used to generate meta-analyses, which enables 89 

independent verification of findings [17]. While all data for a meta-analysis is typically summarised in a tables 90 

or forest plots, sharing an editable file containing extracted data (e.g., CSV, RevMan) reduces the time and 91 

risk of errors associated with manual extraction of such data. This then facilitates the review’s reuse in future 92 

updates and replications, or its inclusion in overviews of reviews and clinical practice guidelines [17,18]. 93 

Infrequent sharing of data in systematic reviews in health research has been observed, but these findings 94 

may not generalise to all health topics [4] or across journals [7]. Moreover, the types of data shared (e.g. 95 

unprocessed data extracted from reports, data included in meta-analyses) has not been examined. 96 

In the past decade, an increasing number of journals have adopted policies on data sharing [19], with 29% of 97 

journals in Scopus recommending data sharing [20]. Journals can either make data sharing compulsory, or 98 

require authors to make a public statement regarding the availability of data (known as a Data Availability 99 

Statement) [21]. Some studies have explored the impact of such data policies (often termed ‘open data 100 

policies’) on the frequency of data availability statements and data files among academic papers [22–25]. 101 

However, none of these studies examined systematic reviews exclusively, and therefore their findings may 102 

not be generalisable to reviews, which produce different types of data to that generated from clinical trials 103 

and laboratory experiments. 104 

In view of the research gaps outlined above, we aimed to: 105 
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(a) evaluate the completeness of reporting in systematic reviews in a cross-section of systematic 106 

reviews with meta-analysis published in 2020;  107 

(b) evaluate the frequency of sharing review data, analytic code and other materials in the same cohort 108 

of reviews;  109 

(c) compare reporting in these reviews with a sample of reviews published in 2014;  110 

(d) investigate the impact of reporting guidelines on the completeness of reporting; and  111 

(e) investigate the impact of data sharing policies of journals on the frequency of review data sharing. 112 

 113 

METHODS 114 

This study was conducted as one of a suite of studies in the REPRISE (REProducibility and Replicability In 115 

Syntheses of Evidence) project. The REPRISE project is investigating various aspects relating to the 116 

transparency, reproducibility and replicability of systematic reviews with meta-analysis of the effects of 117 

health, social, behavioural and educational interventions. Methods for all studies were pre-specified in the 118 

same protocol [26]. Deviations from the protocol for the current study are outlined in Supplemental data. 119 

Identification and selection of articles 120 

We included a random sample of systematic reviews with meta-analysis of the effects of a health, social, 121 

behavioural or educational intervention in our sample (see Supplemental data for eligibility criteria). To be 122 

considered a “systematic review”, authors needed to have, at a minimum, clearly stated their review 123 

objective(s) or question(s); reported the source(s) (e.g. bibliographic databases) used to identify studies 124 

meeting the eligibility criteria; and reported conducting an assessment of the validity of the findings of the 125 

included studies, for example via an assessment of risk of bias or methodological quality. We did not exclude 126 

systematic reviews providing limited detail about the methods used. We only included systematic reviews 127 

that presented results for at least one pairwise meta-analysis of aggregate data. Systematic reviews with 128 

network meta-analyses were eligible if they included at least one direct (i.e. pairwise) comparison that 129 

fulfilled the above-mentioned criteria. Systematic reviews with only meta-analyses of individual participant 130 

data (IPD) were excluded because all eligible systematic reviews in this study will be subjected to a 131 

reproducibility check in another component of the REPRISE project [26], and we lack the resources to 132 

reproduce IPD meta-analyses. Furthermore, only reviews written in English were included. 133 

Using search strategies created by an information specialist (SM), we systematically searched PubMed, 134 
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Science Citation Index (SCI) and Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) via Web of Science, Scopus via 135 

Elsevier and Education Collection via ProQuest for systematic reviews indexed from November 2nd to 136 

December 2nd, 2020. All searches were conducted on December 3rd, 2020. An example of the search 137 

strategy for PubMed was: (meta-analysis[PT] OR meta-analysis[TI] OR systematic[sb]) AND 138 

2020/11/02:2020/12/02[EDAT]. Search strategies for all databases are available in Supplemental data. 139 

We used Endnote v9.3.3 for automatic deduplication of records, then randomly sorted unique records in 140 

Microsoft Excel using the RAND() function, and imported the first 2,000 records yielded from the search into 141 

Covidence [27] for screening. Two authors (MJP and either PN or RK) independently screened the titles and 142 

abstracts of the 2,000 records against the eligibility criteria. We retrieved the full text of all records deemed 143 

potentially eligible, and two authors (PN and either MJP or RK) independently evaluated them in random 144 

order against the eligibility criteria until we reached our target sample size of 300 systematic reviews. Any 145 

disagreement at each stage of screening was resolved via discussion or adjudication by the senior reviewer 146 

(MJP). A sample of 300 systematic reviews allowed us to estimate the percentage of reviews reporting a 147 

particular practice within a maximum Wald absolute margin of error of 6%, assuming a prevalence of 50%; 148 

for a prevalence of less (or greater) than 50%, the absolute margin of error will be smaller. 149 

 150 

Data collection 151 

Two authors (PN and either MJP, RK or ZA) collected data independently and in duplicate from all of the 300 152 

systematic reviews using a standardised form created in REDCap v10.6.12, hosted at Monash University 153 

[28]. Any disagreement in the data collected was resolved via discussion or adjudication by the senior 154 

reviewer (MJP).  Prior to data collection, a pilot test of the data collection form was performed on a random 155 

sample of 10 systematic reviews and the form was adjusted as necessary. The full data collection form 156 

(Supplemental data) includes a subset of items used in previous evaluations of completeness of reporting 157 

[9,10] along with additional items to capture some issues not previously examined. The wording of items in 158 

the data collection form was matched to previous evaluations [9,10] to facilitate comparison.  159 

The form consisted of three sections (Table 1). The first section captured general characteristics of the 160 

review, which were all extracted manually, except for the country of the corresponding author, which was 161 

extracted using R code adapted from the easyPubMed package v2.13 [29,30]. The interventions were 162 

classified as health, behavioural, social or educational interventions (see definitions in Supplemental data). 163 

The second section consisted of items describing reporting characteristics of the review and the index meta-164 
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analysis (defined as the first meta-analysis mentioned in the Abstract/Results sections), and data-sharing 165 

characteristics of the review. To facilitate our analysis of the impact of reporting guidelines, we also recorded 166 

whether the authors self-reported using a reporting guideline, defined as any document specifying essential 167 

items to report in a systematic review (e.g. PRISMA, MECIR or MECCIR standards, etc.)  168 

The final section captured the data sharing policy of the journal where the article was published. A data 169 

sharing policy refers to the journal’s requirements and expectations regarding public sharing of data and 170 

code used in the review. All journal policy information was sought in August 2021. 171 

We collected data from the main report of the systematic review, any supplementary file provided on the 172 

journal server or any cited repository, the review protocol if the authors specified that the relevant information 173 

was contained therein, as well as journal websites (Table 1). In the event of discrepancies between the 174 

protocol and the main report, we gave preference to data from the main report. 175 

 176 

Secondary use of data collected on systematic reviews from 2014 177 

We obtained the dataset previously collated by Page et al. [10], which included data on completeness of 178 

reporting and sharing of review data in a random sample of 110 systematic reviews of health interventions 179 

indexed in MEDLINE in February 2014. All systematic reviews included in this 2014 sample met the same 180 

eligibility criteria that the 2020 reviews had to meet. We extracted from the 2014 dataset individual review 181 

data for all reporting and sharing items that were worded the same or similarly as the items collected in the 182 

2020 sample. Where necessary, we recoded data in the 2014 sample to ensure harmonisation with the 2020 183 

sample. We did not collect any additional data on the systematic reviews (or the journals they were 184 

published in) in the 2014 sample. 185 

 186 

Data analysis 187 

We summarised general and reporting characteristics of the included systematic reviews using descriptive 188 

statistics (e.g. frequency and percentage for categorical items, median and interquartile range for continuous 189 

items). We calculated risk ratios to quantify differences in the percentage of reviews meeting indicators of 190 

‘completeness of reporting’ and ‘sharing of review materials’ between the following groups: 191 

(a) reviews published in 2020 in an evidence synthesis journal versus published elsewhere; 192 

(b) reviews of health interventions published in 2020 versus reviews of health interventions published in 193 
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2014 194 

(c) reviews published in 2020 reporting use of a reporting guideline (e.g. PRISMA) versus not reporting 195 

use;  196 

(d) reviews published in 2020 in journals with versus without a data-sharing policy; 197 

(e) reviews published in 2020 in journals with versus without a policy that mandates either data sharing or 198 

declaration of data availability, irrespective of whether the policy applies universally to all studies or 199 

specifically to systematic reviews. 200 

Risk ratios (RR) and Wald-type normal 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated using the epitool 201 

package v0.5-10.1 (R v4.0.3) [31]. When the numerators were small (<5) in either group, or the outcome was 202 

very rare (<5%) in either group, we instead used penalised likelihood logistic regression (implemented via 203 

the logistf package v1.24 in R [32]. Penalised likelihood logistic regression has been shown to improve 204 

estimation of the odds ratio and its confidence interval for rare events or unbalanced samples [33,34]. The 205 

odds ratios from these models can be interpreted as risk ratios when the events are rare in both groups [35]. 206 

The RRs and their 95% CIs were displayed using forest plots (implemented via the forestplot package 207 

v1.10.1 in R) [36]. We defined an equivalence range for all comparisons as 0.9 to 1.1 – any RR less than 0.9 208 

or more than 1.1 was deemed as an important difference. 209 

We conducted two post-hoc sensitivity analyses, the first by excluding Cochrane reviews because they were 210 

subjected to strict editorial processes to ensure adherence to methodological conduct and reporting 211 

standards, and the second by excluding reviews on COVID-19 due to concerns about short publication 212 

turnarounds, which could have an impact on reporting quality [37].  213 

 214 

RESULTS 215 

Results of the search 216 

Our search retrieved 8,208 records (Fig. 1). Out of the first 2,000 randomly sorted titles and abstracts that 217 

were screened, we considered 603 as potentially eligible and retrieved the full text for screening. We only 218 

needed to screen the first 436 randomly sorted full text reports to reach our target sample size of 300.  All 219 

300 included systematic reviews were verified to be indexed in PubMed; this ensures the comparison with 220 

systematic reviews indexed in MEDLINE in 2014 was appropriate. Citations of all records identified, 221 

screened, excluded and included are available on the Open Science Framework (DOI: 222 
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10.17605/OSF.IO/JSP9T).   223 

  224 
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 225 

Fig. 1.  PRISMA 2020 flow diagram of identification, screening and inclusion of systematic reviews 226 

 227 

General characteristics of systematic reviews  228 

Among the 2020 sample (n=300), half of the systematic reviews (n=151, 50%) had a corresponding author 229 

based in one of three countries – China (32%), the United States (10%) and United Kingdom (8%) (Table 2). 230 

The reviews included a median of 12 studies (IQR 8-21), with index meta-analyses including a median of 6 231 

studies (IQR 4-10). Most reviews (n=215, 72%) included a financial disclosure statement, of which 97 (32%) 232 

declared no funding. Most review authors (n=251, 84%) declared having no conflict of interest. Common 233 

softwares used for meta-analysis were Review Manager (n=189, 63%), Stata (n=73, 24%) and R (n=33, 234 

11%). 235 

The included reviews covered a wide range of topics. The intervention was classified as a health intervention 236 
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in nearly all reviews (n=294, 98%), and as a behavioural, social or educational intervention in 37 (12%) of 237 

reviews (some reviews examined both types of interventions). Almost two-thirds of the reviews (n=198, 66%) 238 

examined the effects of non-pharmacological interventions. Out of 24 ICD-11 categories of diseases and 239 

conditions, our sample of reviews captured 23 categories. The top four categories (endocrine, nutritional or 240 

metabolic diseases, diseases of the digestive system, the musculoskeletal system, and the circulatory 241 

system) accounted for 46% of all systematic reviews.  242 

The included systematic reviews were published across 224 journals. Five journals (accounting for 5% of all 243 

systematic reviews) specialised in evidence synthesis; 141 journals (accounting for 66% of all systematic 244 

reviews) outline a data-sharing policy in the instruction page for authors (Supplemental data).   245 

The general characteristics of the 2014 sample have been described elsewhere [10]. In brief, the 2014 246 

sample consisted of 110 systematic reviews indexed in MEDLINE in February 2014, and was similar to the 247 

2020 sample in many aspects, such as the sample size of each review (median=13 studies, IQR 7-23), size 248 

of the index meta-analysis (median=6 studies, IQR 3-11) and the prevalence of non-pharmacological reviews 249 

(n=55, 50%). Similar to the 2020 sample, the reviews in 2014 were published in a wide range of journals 250 

(n=63), addressed several clinical topics (19 ICD-10 categories) and predominantly had corresponding 251 

authors from China, the UK and Canada (n=55 combined, 50%).  252 

 253 

Completeness of reporting of reviews in systematic reviews from 2020 254 

Of the items we examined, the most frequently reported included declaration of review authors’ conflicts of 255 

interest (n=281, 94%), each of the components of the PICOS framework in the eligibility criteria (89-99%), 256 

meta-analysis model used (98%) and the effect estimates, together with the measures of precision, for each 257 

study included in the index meta-analysis (96%) (Table 2).  258 

A large number of items were reported in less than 50% of reviews. These include a registration record 259 

(38%) or protocol (4%) for the review, the interfaces used to search databases (e.g. Ovid, EBSCOhost) 260 

(37%), search strategy for sources that are not bibliographic databases (17%), number of records retrieved 261 

for each database (42%), citation for at least one excluded article (22%), methods of data preparation (data 262 

conversion, calculation of missing statistics, etc.) (34%) and the heterogeneity variance estimator used for 263 

meta-analysis (21%).  264 

 265 

Sharing of data, analytic code and other review materials in systematic reviews from 2020 266 

In our 2020 sample, 20 systematic reviews (7%) made data files or analytic code underlying the meta-267 
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analysis publicly available, which included two reviews (1%) that shared analytic code. All of these reviews 268 

shared these data via supplementary files; two reviews additionally hosted data and analytic code in a public 269 

repository. The most commonly shared materials were data files used in analyses, such as RevMan (.rm5) 270 

files (n=12/20). 271 

 272 

Changing patterns of reporting between 2014-2020 273 

We compared 294 systematic reviews of health interventions from our 2020 sample with 110 reviews in the 274 

2014 sample. Compared to the 2014 reviews, systematic reviews indexed in 2020 more frequently cited a 275 

reporting guideline (RR=2.8, 95% CI 2.1 to 3.8). In addition, systematic reviews in 2020 were more likely to 276 

report a full search strategy for at least one database (RR=1.3, 95% CI 1.1 to 1.6), total number of records 277 

retrieved (RR=1.2, 95% CI 1.1 to 1.3) and data preparation methods (RR=2.2, 95% CI 1.4 to 3.5). 278 

Systematic reviews in 2020 also had a lower rate of sharing meta-analytic data or materials than those in 279 

2014 (RR=0.2, 95% CI 0.1 to 0.4). For other reporting items, the estimated differences between the 2020 280 

and 2014 were uncertain as the 95% CIs included the equivalence range (Fig. 2). 281 

 282 

 283 

Fig. 2. Frequency of reporting items between systematic reviews indexed in 2014 and 2020 284 

 285 

Given the notable discrepancy in the number of Cochrane reviews between the 2014 and 2020 samples, we 286 

conducted a sensitivity analysis in which we excluded Cochrane reviews from both samples (8 reviews from 287 
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2020 sample and 32 reviews from 2014 sample) (Supplemental data). Three main changes were observed 288 

compared to the original analysis. Firstly, existing differences became more pronounced, as observed for 289 

citing a reporting guideline (RR=2.0, 95% CI 1.5 to 2.6), full search strategy for at least one database 290 

(RR=2.0, 95% CI 1.5 to 2.7) and data preparation method(s) (RR=2.1, 95% CI 1.2 to 3.6). Secondly, 291 

uncertainty was eliminated for some items, whose 95% CI now exceeded the equivalence range: non-292 

Cochrane reviews in 2020 were more likely to report funding sources (RR=1.3, 95% CI 1.1 to 1.6), protocol 293 

registration records (RR=4.5, 95% CI 2.2 to 9.2),) and dates of coverage for the databases (RR=1.3, 95% CI 294 

1.1 to 1.6). Lastly, after excluding Cochrane reviews, the rate of sharing review data and code of reviews in 295 

2020 became higher than those of 2014, although the association was uncertain (RR=2.2, 95% CI 0.4 to 296 

12.0). 297 

 298 

Impact of reporting guidelines on patterns of reporting in systematic reviews from 2020 299 

Of the 300 reviews, 245 (82%) reported using a reporting guideline. Systematic reviews using a reporting 300 

guideline appeared to report more frequently a published or registered protocol (RR=1.3, 95% CI 0.9 to 2.0), 301 

methods used in study screening (RR=1.2, 95% CI 1.0 to 1.4) and number of records retrieved for each 302 

database (RR=1.4, 95% CI 0.9 to 2.2) (Fig. 3A-B). The confidence intervals included and extended beyond 303 

the equivalence range, suggesting that there could be important differences. For other items, however, 304 

evidence that reporting guidelines improved reporting was inconclusive, either because the confidence 305 

interval extended beyond the equivalence range in both directions, or the upper limits did not exceed 1.1. We 306 

conducted a sensitivity analysis by excluding systematic reviews on COVID-19 (n=6) from both groups, but 307 

no notable changes were observed (Supplemental data).  308 

 309 

 310 
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Fig. 3A. Relationship between citation of a reporting guideline and reported items 311 

  312 
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 313 

Fig. 3B. Relationship between citation of a reporting guideline and reported items (ctn’d) 314 

 315 

Impact of journal type and policies on patterns of reporting and sharing in systematic reviews from 316 

2020 317 

Only 14 systematic reviews from 2020 were published in specialist evidence synthesis journals, including 318 

eight Cochrane reviews. Compared to 286 systematic reviews from 2020 published in non-specialist 319 

evidence synthesis journals, these reviews were more likely to report a protocol (RR=1.8, 95% CI 1.2 to 2.5), 320 

a full search strategy for at least one database (RR=1.3, 95% CI 1.1 to 1. 6), details of the screening process 321 

(RR=1.3, 95% CI 1.2 to 1.4) and ROB assessment processes (RR=1.4, 95% CI 1.1 to 1.8), ROB results for 322 

individual studies (RR=1.3, 95% CI 1.2 to 1.4) and data preparation methods (RR=2.2, 95% CI 1.5 to 3.3) 323 

(Fig. 4A-B). In addition, these systematic reviews performed better in reporting items related to the search 324 

methods such as the interface used to search bibliographic databases (RR=2.2, 95% CI 1.6 to 3.0), date of 325 

last search (RR=3.7, 95% CI 2.6 to 5.2), search strategy for non-database sources (trial registers, Google 326 

Scholar, etc.) (RR=6.0, 95% CI 3.4 to 10.5), as well as extra details of search results such as the number of 327 

retrieved records from each database (RR=1.8, 95% CI 1.2 to 2.5) and citation for at least one excluded 328 

study (RR=3.3, 95% CI 2.1 to 5.2). They were also more likely to share relevant data and materials 329 

(RR=28.7, 95% CI 8.9 to 92.3). 330 

 331 
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 332 

Fig. 4A. Relationship between journal type and reported items 333 

 334 

 335 

Fig. 4B. Relationship between journal type and reported items (ctn’d) 336 

 337 

A journal’s mandatory requirement for data sharing or declaration of data availability was associated with a 338 

larger percentage of data or materials being shared with the published systematic review (RR=8.1, 95% CI 339 

3.1 to 21.4). A larger percentage was also observed for these specific types of material: unprocessed data 340 

collected from included studies (RR=3.9, 95% CI 1.1 to 14.0) and data files used in analysis (RR=14.6, 95% 341 
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CI 3.6 to 59.7). Results for other types of materials, such as files showing data conversions, analytic code 342 

and citations of all screened studies, are inconclusive due to small sample size (Fig. 5). Similar findings were 343 

observed when comparing between journals with any data-sharing policy (mandatory or not) and journals 344 

without one (Supplemental data). 345 

 346 

 347 

Fig. 5. Relationship between journal’s data sharing requirements and reported items 348 

 349 

DISCUSSION  350 

Findings from our examination of 300 randomly selected systematic reviews indexed in 2020 indicate 351 

infrequent reporting of certain items, particularly the reporting of a review protocol (4%) or registration entry 352 

(38%), search strategy for all databases (27%), methods of handling data (e.g. imputing missing data, data 353 

conversions) (34%) and heterogeneity estimator used (21%). Other meta-research studies reported similar 354 

frequencies of reporting of review protocols (17%) [6], preregistration records (22%) [6], full search strategies 355 

for all databases (14%) [7], handling of missing data (25%) [4], or the heterogeneity estimator used (13%) 356 

[6]. Some discrepancies in these results can be attributed to differences in assessment criteria and the 357 

disciplines studied [38]. In our sample of reviews indexed in 2020, citation of reporting guidelines was 358 

common (82%), but was associated with improved reporting of some reporting items only, an observation 359 

shared by Wayant et al. [4]. We also reported a scarcity of data and code file sharing (7%), which is within 360 

the range of previously reported results (0.6%-11%) [4,8,39]. López-Nicolás reported that 98% reviews had 361 

some raw data available [6]; however their study considered effect sizes for each primary study as the 362 

minimum data required for reproducibility, while our study used stricter criteria (Table 2). Journals’ open data 363 

policies were found to have positive impacts on the frequency of sharing certain types of review data and 364 

analytic code, which aligns with evaluations of other study designs [22,40]. 365 

 366 
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Strengths and limitations 367 

Although this topic has been explored in other meta-research studies [2–8], our study offers several 368 

methodological advantages. Firstly, our assessment of reporting captured several recommended reporting 369 

items in the PRISMA 2020 statement [41] which have not previously been explored. Therefore, our study 370 

provides a more comprehensive assessment of reporting in systematic reviews, and thus creates a useful 371 

benchmark for future meta-research studies to compare against. Our sample was obtained from several 372 

databases, and was not limited to a specific topic or journal. Our study captured not only the frequency of 373 

data sharing, but also the type of systematic review data, code and materials being shared. Lastly, we 374 

compared our 2020 sample with a 2014 sample that was retrieved and evaluated using the same criteria 375 

[9,10] thus minimising the impact of methodological variations.  376 

Nonetheless, our study was not without limitations. As a cross-sectional study, our results should be viewed 377 

as generating hypotheses rather than proving a causal association. Some items were reported by fewer than 378 

50 reviews, which caused uncertainty in interpreting their risk ratios. Despite intending to include systematic 379 

reviews of the effects of health, social, behavioural and educational interventions, the vast majority of 380 

reviews evaluated the effects of a health intervention. Therefore, our findings are less generalizable to 381 

systematic reviews of the other types of interventions. Lastly, our findings do not necessarily generalise to 382 

systematic reviews indexed in databases other than the ones we searched, or to systematic reviews written 383 

in languages other than English. 384 

 385 

On reporting of systematic reviews 386 

There are several possible reasons why we observed few notable improvements in reporting between 2014 387 

and 2020. Firstly, several items were already reported frequently in 2014 (e.g. reporting of competing 388 

interests, eligibility criteria, meta-analytic models, effect estimate for each study), leaving little opportunity for 389 

improvement [42]. Secondly, some reporting items we examined have only been recommended for reporting 390 

recently (e.g. in the PRISMA 2020 statement published in March 2021) [41], such as search strategy for all 391 

databases or availability of data or analytic code. As such, authors of reviews in our study using older 392 

reporting guidelines might not have felt compelled to report these details in either 2014 or 2020. 393 

Most systematic reviews in 2020 cited a reporting guideline, yet this was not clearly associated with 394 

improved reporting for most assessed items. This challenges the assumption that referencing a reporting 395 

guideline guarantees adherence to the guideline. In reality, other factors could have affected the authors’ 396 
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decision not to report certain items. Firstly, authors might assume that reporting of methods used for one 397 

process implies that the same approach was used for another process. For example, we observed among 398 

our sample a tendency to report the reviewer arrangement only for screening stage, not the subsequent data 399 

collection or ROB assessment stages. Besides, authors might incorrectly assume that the meta-analytic 400 

methods can always be deduced from knowing the packages and softwares used, or from reading the forest 401 

plot. This is not always the case [43], as different meta-analytic softwares have different options and default 402 

settings [44]. Secondly, some items are difficult to report if the reviewer had not recorded relevant details 403 

during the conduct of the review (e.g. number of records excluded, data conversions performed). In future, 404 

we recommend interviews be conducted with review authors to explore their understanding of reporting 405 

guidelines and identify challenges in reporting of reviews. Furthermore, interventions should be developed 406 

and evaluated to help improve reporting (such as a computer-based tool to break down the PRISMA 407 

reporting recommendations into digestible steps for first-time reviewers [45,46]) and aid peer reviewers’ 408 

ability to detect incomplete reporting.  409 

 410 

On data sharing in systematic reviews 411 

The low rate of data and code sharing can be attributed to several factors. Firstly, the issue of data sharing 412 

for systematic reviews has received relatively little attention until recently. Data sharing was only 413 

recommended in the PRISMA 2020 statement (published in March 2021) while our sample of systematic 414 

reviews were published prior to December 2020. Secondly, there has been a rise in percentage of non-415 

Cochrane reviews between 2014-2020. Unlike Cochrane reviews, which are routinely published together 416 

with RevMan files containing meta-analysis data, non-Cochrane reviews are not always subjected to data 417 

sharing requirement. Third, there are motivational and technical barriers to data sharing that cannot be 418 

sufficiently addressed by data sharing policies, such as lack of technical expertise and time, concerns about 419 

data ownership, fear of criticism and lack of career incentives [47,48]. Some studies have explored these 420 

barriers in general academia, but we are uncertain whether researchers in evidence synthesis face all of 421 

these barriers or even unidentified barriers unique to systematic reviews and meta-analyses. Future studies 422 

in the REPRISE project will explore systematic reviewers’ perspectives in order to address these questions 423 

[26]. 424 

Lastly, our findings also highlight the important role of supplementary files or public repositories for data 425 

sharing in systematic reviews. Web-based supplementary files and public repositories enable authors to 426 

share data and materials necessary to validate the review process while keeping the main article concise 427 
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and relevant to lay readers [10]. For example, authors can outline in a separate file all database-specific 428 

search strategies (e.g. [48]), excluded studies at each stage of screening (e.g. [49]) and complete data for all 429 

meta-analyses (e.g. [50]). Data sharing via supplementary files or public repositories is an effective tool to 430 

improve reproducibility of systematic reviews and should be made a standard practice. Concerted efforts 431 

around data infrastructures, fair use guidelines and a supportive environment are required to make data 432 

sharing a standard practice [51–53]. 433 

 434 

CONCLUSION 435 

Reporting in systematic reviews has improved between 2014-2020 for some reporting items, especially 436 

those previously infrequently reported. Frequency of sharing systematic review data files, analytic code and 437 

other materials has increased among non-Cochrane reviews, but overall remains low. There was an increase 438 

in self-reported use of a reporting guideline; however, citing a reporting guideline was not necessarily 439 

associated with better reporting of all items. Data sharing policies could be an effective strategy to promote 440 

sharing of systematic review data and materials. 441 
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Table 1. Items for data collection and data sources (see S4 Appendix for further details) 632 
 633 

Source Data items 

Systematic 

review* 

General characteristics of the systematic review 

Title; journal name; corresponding author’s country; source of funding for the review; 

conflicts of interest of review authors; number of studies included in the review; types of 

participants and interventions investigated. 

 Reporting characteristics of the systematic review 

 Whether a reporting guideline was cited; whether a protocol or registration record for the 

review was cited; whether eligibility criteria for participants, interventions, comparators, 

outcomes and study designs were reported; what details of the search methods were 

reported (including which databases, the interface used to search them, the years of 

coverage, date of the search, and whether a full Boolean search logic – using operators 

such as ‘AND’, ‘OR’, ‘NOT’ – was reported); what method of study selection, data collection 

and risk of bias assessment authors reported using; what software (and packages) authors 

reported using; whether the number of records yielded by the searches were reported 

overall and for each database; whether any full text articles excluded from the review were 

cited. 

 Reporting characteristics of the index (first reported) meta-analysis 

 Outcome domain investigated; number of included studies; effect measure used; whether 

methods required to prepare data for meta-analysis were reported; whether the meta-

analysis model used was reported; whether the meta-analysis method used was reported; 

whether the between-study (heterogeneity) variance estimator used was reported; whether 

summary statistics for each included study were reported; whether effect estimates and 

measures of precision for each included study were reported. 

 Sharing characteristics of the systematic review 

 Whether a data or code availability statement appeared in the review; which types of files 

were made publicly accessible either as a supplementary file or uploaded to a repository 

(e.g. files containing data used in all analyses, analytic code used to generate results, files 

containing citations of all records that were screened and excluded); whether files shared 

had a persistent identifier (e.g. DOI) or license (e.g. CC-BY) applied to them 

Journal 

website 

Journal name; whether the journal only publishes evidence syntheses (i.e. systematic 

reviews and their protocols); whether the journal has a data or code sharing policy, or both; 

whether sharing data and/or issuing a Data Availability Statement is mandatory for 

systematic reviews published by the journal 

*Includes the main report and any supplementary file(s), and the review protocol (if the authors specified that 634 

the relevant information was contained therein)  635 
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Table 2. Descriptive characteristics of systematic reviews indexed in 2020 636 

Item Median (IQR) or 
frequency (%) 

Number of databases searched   4 (3-5) 

Number of studies included in review 12 (8-21) 

Number of studies in index meta-analysis   6 (4-10) 

Country of corresponding author  

China 96/300 (32) 

USA 31/300 (10) 

UK 24/300 (8) 

Other 149/300 (50) 

Source of funding  

Non-profit 112/300 (37) 

For-profit 3/300 (1) 

Both for-profit and non-profit 3/300 (1) 

No funding 97/300 (32) 

Not reported 85/300 (28) 

Conflict of interest  

Present 30/300 (10) 

Not present 251/300 (84) 

Not declared 19/300 (6) 

ICD-11 category investigated  

Endocrine, nutritional or metabolic diseases 36/300 (12) 

Diseases of the digestive system 36/300 (12) 

Diseases of the musculoskeletal system or connective tissue 35/300 (12) 

Diseases of the circulatory system 30/300 (10) 

Other 198/300 (66) 

Type(s) of intervention  

Pharmacological 102/300 (34) 

Non-pharmacological 189/300 (63) 

Both 9/300 (3) 

Area(s) of intervention  

Health 294/300 (98) 

Behavioural 28/300 (9) 

Educational 4/300 (1) 

Social 5/300 (2) 

Citing a reporting guideline 245/300 (82) 

Reporting of the review process  

Protocol/registration record cited  

Both protocol and registration record cited 1/300 (<0.5) 

Only a protocol cited 13/300 (4) 

Only a registration record cited 112/300 (37) 

Neither 174/300 (58) 

Eligibility criteria stated  

Participants 275/300 (92) 
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Item Median (IQR) or 
frequency (%) 

Interventions/Exposures 296/300 (99) 

Comparators 267/300 (89) 

Outcomes 298/300 (99) 

Study design 278/300 (93) 

Type(s) of eligible study design  

Randomised studies 168/278 (60) 

Non-randomised studies 20/278 (7) 

Both 90/278 (32) 

Search interface reported (e.g. Ovid for MEDLINE)  

For all databases 76/300 (25) 

For some databases 36/300 (12) 

Not reported 188/300 (63) 

Dates of coverage of databases reported  

Both exact start and end dates 136/300 (45) 

Both start and end dates but not as exact dates (e.g. "from inception to May 
2020") 105/300 (35) 

Only start or end date 50/300 (17) 

Not reported 9/300 (3) 

Exact last date of search reported# 72/300 (24) 

Search strategy for databases reported  

Boolean logic for all databases 81/300 (27) 

Boolean logic for some databases 133/300 (44) 

List of MeSH & free text terms only 12/300 (4) 

List of MeSH terms only 8/300 (3) 

List of free text terms only 59/300 (20) 

Not reported 7/300 (2) 

Trials register searched 64/300 (21) 

Other electronic sources searched 102/300 (34) 

Search strategy for trial register/other sources reported 24/140 (17) 

Method of screening  

All studies screened by at least 2 authors 196/300 (65) 

At least 2 authors were involved in either titles/abstracts or full-text screening, 
but unclear for the other step 22/300 (7) 

Different methods were applied for titles/abstracts and full-text screening 7/300 (2) 

All studies screened by 1 author and a subset by another author 4/300 (1) 

All studies screened by 1 author with the use of an automation tool 0/300 (0) 

All studies screened by 1 author only 4/300 (1) 

Not reported 67/300 (22) 

Method of data collection  

All data collected by 2 authors 208/300 (69) 

All data collected by 1 author with verification by another 16/300 (5) 

All data collected by 1 author only 4/300 (1) 

Other arrangements 1/300 (<0.5) 

Not reported 71/300 (24) 
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Item Median (IQR) or 
frequency (%) 

Method of ROB assessment  

All studies assessed by 2 authors 173/300 (58) 

All studies assessed by 1 author with verification by another 7/300 (2) 

All studies assessed by 1 author only 5/300 (2) 

Not reported 115/300 (38) 

ROB assessment reported for each study 231/300 (77) 

Total records retrieved reported 300/300 (100) 

Records retrieved per database reported 126/300 (42) 

Software(s) used for meta-analysis  

Review Manager 189/300 (63) 

Stata 73/300 (24) 

R 33/300 (11) 

Comprehensive Meta-Analysis 27/300 (9) 

Other 13/300 (4) 

SPSS 4/300 (1) 

SAS 1/300 (<0.5) 

Not reported 3/300 (1) 

Software details reported  

Both analysis package and software version reported 28/297 (9) 

Only analysis package reported 8/297 (3) 

Only software version reported 242/297 (81) 

Neither 19/297 (6) 

At least 1 excluded article cited 65/300 (22) 

Index meta-analysis  

Measure of effect used  

Risk ratio 72/300 (24) 

Odds ratio 71/300 (24) 

Hazard ratio 13/300 (4) 

Risk difference 3/300 (1) 

Mean difference 76/300 (25) 

Standardised mean difference 63/300 (21) 

Other 2/300 (1) 

Method of data preparation reported 101/300 (34) 

Meta-analysis model reported (e.g. fixed-effects, random-effects) 294/300 (98) 

Meta-analysis method reported (e.g. Mantel-Haenszel, inverse variance) 218/300 (73) 

Heterogeneity variance estimator reported (e.g. DerSimonian-Laird) 50/235 (21) 

Summary statistics reported for each study 215/300 (72) 

Effect estimate and measure of precision reported for each study 288/300 (96) 

Sharing of data and materials used in analyses  

Data/code availability statement present 93/300 (31) 

Types of data shared  

Unprocessed extracted data 9/300 (3) 

Data conversions performed 1/300 (<0.5) 
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Item Median (IQR) or 
frequency (%) 

Data used in analyses 12/300 (4) 

Analytic code 2/300 (1) 

Citations of all screened studies 2/300 (1) 

Metadata of shared files 1/300 (<0.5) 

Any of the above 20/300 (7) 

Method(s) of sharing  

Supplementary files 20/20 (100) 

Open-access repository 1/20 (5) 

Institutional repository 1/20 (5) 

DOI cited for shared data 2/2 (100) 

License stated for shared data 2/2 (100) 

Journal that publishes the review  

Specialised in evidence syntheses (e.g. Cochrane Database of Systematic 
Reviews) 14/300 (5) 

Data policy stated in guideline for authors 199/300 (66) 

Sharing of data and/or analytic code is encouraged, but it is not mandatory 
for publication in the journal, and a Data Availability Statement is not 
required. 

125/199 (63) 

Sharing data and/or analytic code is not mandatory for publication of 
systematic reviews, but a Data Availability Statement, which contains links to 
shared data or reasons for not sharing data, must be provided. 

55/199 (28) 

Sharing data and/or analytic code is a condition of publication of systematic 
reviews by the journal. 19/199 (10) 

*We additionally recorded whether the author confirmed the date of the last search, which, in practice, may or may not be the same as 637 
from the end date of the search range.  638 

 639 
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